
Today’s armed forces are always being challenged 
with being prepared to protect and defend our 
country. Designing and planning efficient military 
facilities reduces construction costs and operating 
expenses while enhancing the security and 
productivity of our armed forces, allowing them to be 
ready to serve and protect.

Southwest Solutions Group® designs and installs all 
types of solutions on GSA Schedule Contracts that 
maximize the use of building floor space and improve 
productivity and security for optimum deployment 
readiness.

Military Storage Solutions

Automated storage systems utilize valuable overhead 
space while optimizing picking productivity and inventory 
control. Reduce lost items and surplus inventory while 
improving retrieval times.

Save space and store parachutes more efficiently with 
adjustable racks that improve accessibility and allow 
soldiers to quickly find and retrieve what they need.
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We Make People & Space Work Better Together

Cabinets and tables ship assembled and ready to set in 
place, making installation and relocation simple. Cabinets 
and tables install quickly and eliminate dealing with 
subcontractors, fumes, and dust.

Store combat and deployment readiness gear efficiently 
in high security cabinets so they can be retrieved quickly 
at a moment’s notice.

Maximize the storage of bulky military gear and 
equipment in less space with high capacity racks. Racks 
are designed to ensure quick access and promote security 
of stored items.
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High Capacity Bulk Racks



Heavy-duty, secure armory weapons racks provide 
secure and durable storage for guns, ammo, optics, 
radios, and other critical military gear.
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Wire partitions and cages can be configured to meet your 
exact requirements and are ideal for secure, visible, and 
ventilated protection for weapons, gear, equipment, and 
more. 

Wire Security Partitions

Stationary aisles take up as much as 60% of warehouse 
floor space.  Convert that wasted space into more pallet 
storage positions without sacrificing access.

Store, track and automate inventory management with 
vending machines. These machines have undergone 
rigorous government testing and are approved for use in 
U.S. government agencies and military branches. 

Add valuable space to your facility with a mezzanine 
system. Strong enough to hold the heaviest loads and 
flexible enough to relocate when needed.

Reduce floor space by eliminating wasted unused aisle 
space. Free up floor space for more important operations 
or double your storage capacity in the same footprint.
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